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Abstract
This research paper elaborates the rebellion against the unjust authority

reflected in Suzzanne Collins that are analyzed through the sociological approach.
The objectives of the research are to analyze the structural elements of the novel and
to analyze the novel based on the sociological approach.This research belongs to a
descriptive qualitative research. The data of the research is the novel entitled
Mockingjay. The data source comes from both primary data source which is in the
form of the text of the novel which is being researched and secondary data source
such as biography of the author, websites and other sources. The method to analyze
the data is descriptive analysis. Having analyzed the novel, the researcher comes to
the conclusions as follows:  from the structural elements of Mockingjay novel, the
writer finds that in this novel, the author wants to deliver a message that power abuse
may result in rebellion. In order to deliver the message, the author creates the
characters that abuse the power and those that struggle against the power abuse.
From sociological approach, it is evident that in this novel, the author reflects the
social realities of the American social at the beginning of the twenty-first century.
The author also criticizes the tendency of the government to abuse power.
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A. Introduction

This research paper is concerning about rebellion. Ogundya (2012) states

that rebellion and insurgency are forms and types of political violence. Political

violence refers to all collective attacks within a political community against the

political regime, its actors-including competing political groups as well as

incumbents-or its policies. Furthermore, rebellion happens because of some

causes. Horton (1999) and Kartodirdjo (1992) state that social movement, born in

the beginning as a group of people who are not satisfied with the condition or

circumstances. The group was not organized, and undirected, and has no planning

mature. People sharing grief, and complain. Leaders and organizations in most

movement, usually appear shortly after the situation created social unrest.

There are some article and book review on the Mockingjay. There

researcher found article which made argument about Mockingjay. First, Margolis

(2010), his article is entitled The Last Battle: With Mockingjay  on its way,

Suzanne Collins weighs in on Katniss and the Capitol. His article was published

on School Library Journal. In his article, he criticizes that how could three young

teenager such Katniss, Gale and Peeta are able to organize the powerful

government. It never happens in the history. The other article reviewing the

Mockingjay is Los Angeles. The author is Carpenter (2010).Carpenter states

“Much of the action takes place on a battlefield akin to Iraq — where innocent

civilians are murdered to further a cause and each side resorts to unsavory tactics



that could lead to a terrorist label”. From her review, it can be stated that the

social situation of the country in Mockingjay is just like in Iraq. The starvation,

power abuse can make the citizen rebel to the government.

Talking about rebellion, it can’t be separated from sociology. Rebellion is

social phenomenon. It happens since the social situation makes society feel

unsatisfied. According to Soekanto, (2013), Sociology is a science studying the

society entirely and the connections among the people in that society.  In this

research paper, it research novel called Mockingjay. The researcher finds that it

will very suitable to study the novel by using sociological approach since the

novel expose society and the rebellion so much.

As a study of society, sociology tries to reveals how people make sense of

the ways in which they live their lives (Burns and Burns, 1973: 9). This is not a

simple work for the sociologist and authors to relate their study of society because

they need to understand about the social behavior and the social institutions of

society in which they always vary from one society to another, and this

understanding should be new and better because this is the purpose of why

sociology is exist (Burns and Burns, 1973).

The theories above is strengthened by Swingewood and Laurenson (1972)

which stated that “the basic purpose of sociology is to understand the nature and

the working of all societies and men’s position within them” which means that to

study about society, they need to have a good understanding about the society

they studied. In its relation to literary works, the variety of social life of the



society such as religion, work, love, nature, social class, and art should be

discovered in any literary works which tend to reveal social life of a society

because usually the authors expressed this variety in their literary work

(Lowenthal in Swingwood and Laurenson, 1972).

The explanation above bring us to the conclusion that sociology is

theoretical frameworks that authors use to explain and analyze how social action,

social processes, and social structures work. Sociology as a social study tries to

reveal “the processes whereby society changes gradually or cataclysmically as in

revolution, from one type of society to another and the effects which these

changes have on society” (Swingewood and Laurenson, 1972). Here, Mockingjay

is a literature creation. Literature represents life and life is in large measure is

social reality” (Wellek and Warren, 1962: 94). In the same book as Wellek and

Warren, De Bonald also stated that “literature is an expression of society”

(Wellek and Warren, 1962: 95). It means that when the author is making his

literary works, they are expressing the social life where the author lives.

Mockingjay tells social phenomenon. It is the districts rebellion. Rebellion

is started when district 12 in Panem is bombed by capitol. Every citizen in district

12 migrates to district 13.  People of district 12 and district 13 unite to rebel

tyranny capitol. District 13 rescued Katniss Everdeen, the winner of hunger

games. After being rescued by the rebels of District 13, Katniss is convinced to

become "the Mockingjay": a symbol of the rebellion against the tyrannical Capitol.



As part of the agreement, she demands that the leader of District 13, President

Coin, grant immunity to all of the Quarter Quell participants, and that Katniss

reserves the right to kill President Snow, the dictator of Panem. (Collins, 2010).

B. Research Method

The writer uses a descriptive qualitative research in this research because

there is no need a calculation. It aims to analyze Mockingjay novel using

sociological approach. The primary data source is the novel and the secondary

data is other works or any information related to the study. Both data are collected

through library research and analyzed by descriptive analysis. In conducting this

study, the writer uses the technique of note taking. Note taking relates to reading

some relevant books, browsing some materials and some other resources related

to the novel and analysis and classifying the data.

C. Research Finding and Discussion

The writer finds some research finding in analyzing Mockingjay novel.

Each finding has some cases to be discussed.

1. Finding

After analyzing Mockingjay, the writer gets some findings. The findings

are dealing with social aspect, economy aspect, political aspect, science and

technology aspect, cultural aspect and religious aspect.

a. Social Aspect



American social life at the early twenty-first century was signed by

social stratification into social classes. The social class was divided into

three major categories those are the rich, the middle and the poor. The rich

is covered by the government, the people who have industry or official of

country.   The middle class comes from the usual people who work hardly

using their skill such as teachers, armies, secretaries, or managers of

industry. The poor are sometime coming from the lazy persons. They don’t

work hard.

Mockingjay which was made in 2010 mostly shows citizen in middle

class who work in industry. Middle class is described as scheduled and

discipline. It can be seen from the text which is found on page 25. ‘you are

not allowed to let your schedule go. Every morning you have to pay

attention to your schedule. 7.00 am breakfast. 7.30 am kitchen work. 8.30

education center and next and next. 10.30 pm every person must be on

bed.’

Some middle classes may not work in industry, but they join in a

game which is held by the government. Here is the evidence taken from the

novel. my name is Katniss. I was in hunger games . (page 4). Katniss as a

major character in Mockingjay, she was the poor, but since she followed

the hunger games, won it and she became Mockingjay, she raised her status

into middle class. I suppose no one doubted I would want to be the



Mockingjay . Mockingjay here is the symbol of a leader in rebellion. To be

a leader of group is rising her status from the poor to the middle class.

The poor in the Mockingjay is not too much mentioned. Most of

them just stayed at home and follow the rule given by the rich or

government. Their life is depending on the middle class. The poor in

Mockingjay is always in anxiety since the government always stresses

them, even killing them. However, many the poor stay alive since the

middle save them. It can be read on page 27. ‘being granted a communicuff

is a special privilege that s reserved for those important to the cause, a

status Gale achieved by his rescue of the citizens of 12 .

The rich in this novel is the government who has bad concern. He is

hurting, killing even bombing the place of the poor house; districts 12. It

can be seen on page  9. ‘almost nothing remains of District 12. A month

ago the Capitol government s firebombs obliterated the poor coal miners

houses in the Seam, the shops in the town, even the Justice Building .

b. Economy aspect

In November 2002, the United States and Brazil assume co-

chairmanship of the final phase of the Free Trade Area of the Americas

(FTAA) negotiations. Relating to the novel, In Mockingjay, Suzzane

Collins seems not include this economic aspect in creating the plot of this

story which can be seen from the absence of this economic influence.



The other aspect of economics in the early 21 century such as

Obama’s economic policies is not shown clearly in this novel. However, it

can be said that the economic in the story of novel is strong since the

government spend much money for doing war. The other evidence proving

the strong economics condition is how the way Katniss dressed up using

high quality clothes. It can be read on page 43. ‘Only one person could

have designed the outfit, at first glance utterly utilitarian, at second a work

of art. The swoop of the helmet, the curve to the breastplate, the slight

fullness of the sleeves . The description above shows us how the

expensive clothe is.

Katniss is a mockingjay. President Snow allows spending much

many to dress Katniss up as the symbol of war – a symbol of freedom for

Katnis. Not only waste money for clothe, President Coin also spend many

for gun, bombs, nuclear and giving high salary for every soldier. The

strong economics condition can be seen from the weapon, and it can be

read on page 59. ‘and now Coin, with her fistful of precious nuclear and

her well-oiled machine of a district..’. In the case of rebellion, President

Coin as the President of district 13 couples Katniss to rebel the government

of Panem. In the other side, President Coin is also frightened if someday

Katniss becomes threat. ‘Coin recognizes that it is harder to look after the

symbol of rebellion than to catch it, but she has been the first to publicly

brand me as a threat .



c. Political Aspect

USA wants to spread the democratic policy around the world. It has

just begun and is spreading through our country, Indonesia. Democratic

also reforms in the Middle East. The government of USA helps girls in

Afghanistan to get the right of education fully. In Mockingjay, the policy of

democracy is the most concern point. The writer describes both President

Coin and President Snoware tyrannical government. It causes democracy in

each country ain’t working.   It can be seen how the security in every

country is so strict. ‘four soldiers guard the entrance to the hall marked

special weaponry. Checking the schedules printed on our forearms is just a

preliminary step. We also have finger-print, retinal, and DNA scans and

have to step through special metal detectors.’ Those security systems

above, is shown on page 67. It indicates that there is no democracy in that

country. Every people have no freedom. They live just like in a colony

even they have own president and own land.

For domestic policy, Strengthening Anti-Discrimination Laws is

policy for civil rights. The first piece of legislation President Obama signed

into law was the Lilly Ledbetter Fair Pay Restoration Act, which empowers

women to recover wages lost to discrimination by extending the time

period in which an employee can file a claim.

However, the discrimination is not shown in this story. Indirectly,

the story tells us there is no discrimination in Panem or in District 13 since



the workers are some of them black man. Even Cinna, the black skin man,

becomes the designer for the government. Moreover, the mockingjay even

comes from the women. It indicates that the policy of discrimination is in

the same way with the policy of discrimination in USA at the early 21st

century.

At the 21st century, in the USA, education becomes one of the

important parts in that country. President Obama accentuates education.

He wants every American citizen got their best education starting from

preschool to the day they start their career. In relation of this story,

President Coin also gives education to every citizen. However, the

education purpose is different. The goal of Coin is for creating the army to

attack the other tyrannical government. ‘7.00 breakfast, 7.30 kitchen duties,

8.30 education center’. The text shows us that education is till taught to the

citizen.

d. Science and Technology Aspect

There is no argument that the United States Military is the most

powerful military in the World. USA has achieved a level of technology in

military weapons and equipment that no other nation on earth comes close

to. In Mockingjay, Suzzane Collins shows the most sophisticated and

advance technology is also military weapons and equipment. It can be read



on page 68. ‘i don t know where a simple bow and arrow could possibly

find a place in all this high-tech equipment’.

In its relation to this research which concerns rebellion against the

unjust authority, Suzzane seems to show that the rebels use the arrow and

bow to fight the unjust government. While to face the rebels, the unjust

government use the nuclear or bomb. It can be read no page 177. about ten

minutes before our own systems would have detected the missiles, says

Boggs .

The technology in Mockingjay is not only weapon, but also camera,

military plane, and computer. It can be read on page 217. ‘the cameras are

tight on me as I reach out hands to the man, to the wounded, to the

reluctant rebels’. The high technology military plane is also used in this

story. It can be known by reading on page 286. Our hoverplanes are

initially ignore by the commanders in the Nut because in the past they have

been little more trouble than flies buzzing around a honey pot .

By reading all citation from the novel, we can see Suzzane is

showing us that both the government and the rebels have high technology

in military weapon such as cameras, nuclear, computer, and many others

military equipment.

e. Cultural Aspect



Cultural aspect of America at the 21 century varied from social life,

ethnicity, religion, etc. America consists of various ethnicities such as

black people, white people, Asian, Arab, Jews, and other ethnicities.

However, Suzzane Collins does not show those differences of

ethnicity or culture. She emphasizes only how the war comes, why the

people rebels and what is the end. Mostly, the war is happened because of

the different culture or ethnicity.

Here, in this novel the war and rebellion is not. The rebellion and

war is happened because of the unjust government. It can be read on page

352. ‘my name is Katnis Everdeen. There is no District 12. President Snow

hates me and he Killed my sister’. In another side, Suzzane Collins adds

how Katniss, as the rebels kill the tyrannical government, President Snow.

‘The point of my arrow shifts upward. I release the string and president

Snow collapse over the side of the balcony and plunges to the ground.

Dead’.

In relation of the culture to these Novel, the story does not tells what

the religion involved by people or what is the tradition of the village, the

story tells the great weapon and technology which represent culture itself.

Culture is not merely tradition like thanksgiving, weapon, computer,

cameras, the way people use the weapon also culture.

f. Religious Aspect



The religious aspect at the twenty first century was still kept well.

There are five main religions in America. Those are Christian, Islam,

Jewish, Buddha and Hindu. The Mockingjay  does not tell what religion

inside. Most of the story concern about the rebellion. There is no place for

religious action such as church, mosque, synagogue, pure, or temple. we

never find a character praying before going to war. We neither see a

character naming ‘o my God or ‘Jesus . Dealing with this case, it can be

seen that all characters do not have any religion.

However, Suzzane Collins is a Roman Catholic. By seeing the

author religion, we can see that the story is recovered by the background

religion of the author. The story is telling us about the Katniss life as the

major character. Through Katniss, reader will know what religion inside.

Katniss is an ordinary girl who comes from an ordinary family in a

less than favorable situation. She is placed in extraordinary situation in

which she is tested and admired in a journey that starts with survival, yet

ends with a mission for change. Katniss is forced to confront internal

conflicts of love and death, in order to complete her mission. She ignores

outside forces to represent those that are in need of change. Most

importantly, Katniss does not choose to be a here, the task is chosen for

her. All of these similarities can be seen through the religious figures of

Moses and Jesus.



Moses is the prophet of Jews people. Moses came from little citizen

which always suppressed by Pharaoh. Then, Moses saved his people from

the tyrannical leader, Pharaoh. Jesus is also prophet and God for Christian

all at once. He also saved his people from Rum dictatorship. What Moses

and Jesus did is quite the same as what Katniss do. At last, we come to a

conclusion that the religion aspect is influenced by the story of Jews and

Christianity.

2. Discussion

The Mockingjay is a 2010 novel created by Suzzane Collins and tells a

story about rebellion in Panem. Panem is a fiction apocalypse place. It was

North America which was destroyed by war. The theme of this film is power

abuse may result in rebellion. In this novel, Suzzane Collin tries to show or

reveals the social condition of America at the 21st century because the setting

of this story is when Suzzane Collins lives in the era of Obama and George w.

Bush. In his era, there are several wars related to America. Although it was not

happened in America, America is influencing those wars. Suzzane Collins tries

to reveal it by making novel Mockingjay novel and in perfecting the story. He

supports this by including the sociological aspects in America such as social

aspect, political aspect, economic aspect, science and technology aspect, and

religious aspect. In this research paper, the writer also includes the other aspect



used by Suzzane Collins in making this story that is great events influenced

America. By analyzing this novel based on those aspects. The writer tires to

find the rebellion against the unjust authority in Mockingjay novel.

From the social aspect, Suzzane Collins seems to characterize the citizen

as middle class who work as coal miners, armies, and unemployed citizen.

Suzzane Collins shows the rebellion against the unjust authority by relating the

American middle class and its war. It can be seen when Katniss Everdeen, a

young teenager is chosen to be a Mockingjay – a symbol of rebellion – to

decrease the government. In this novel, Suzzane Collins also shows Gale, a

friend of Katniss, that Katniss and Gale unite to fight and rebel the president

Snow.

From economic aspect, Suzzane Collins shows the strong economic

growth of country in the story. She tries to reveal this strong economic growth

by showing weapons, nuclear and bombs that destroy districts. In creating

weapon or nuclear, a government will need a lot of money and in this case,

government is a able to fund it which means that the economy of Panem and

District 13 was good in that time.

Suzzane Collins shows this economic growth from the speaking of

Katniss when she talks go Gale that she involved in the hunger games and the

hunger games was funded by the government. Katnis also talks about unjust

authority when she tells to her people that Peeta is suffered by the government



and is brainwashed. The cruel of the government, the people of each districts

rebels and this is supporting the theme of this novel.

Suzzane Collins also characterized her novel based on political aspect

which can be known when Katniss unite to the other tyrannical government,

president Coin in overthrowing President Snow, she further knows that

President Coin is also a tyrannical government. Then she also kills her. The

inclusion of President Coin and President Snow in this novel shows that the

film is also based on the political aspect in this era. So, it is clearly seen that

this film has strong relationship with the political condition in that time. Since

President Coin and President Snow are two governments who mostly known as

dictator, dangerous person, and someone who can endanger the peace of the

country, it seems that Suzzane Collins tries to destroy the dictatorship by rebels

those two kinds of government. This also supports the theme of this novel.

In science and technology aspect, Suzzane Collins includes the use of

computer, camera, bombs, nuclear in this film because the technology aspect in

21st century was signed by the development of computer and weapon

technology. From the use of computer and camera technology in this novel,

Suzzane shows the rebellion against the unjust government by spying the

movement of the President Snow army’s movement. From the use of weapon,

Katniss and the people of suffered districts use machine gun and machine

arrow to fight the dictatorship president.



Relating to culture, the only culture is weapon and technology since we

don’t find any tradition or race point. This novel is not completed by

concerning the race or tradition. From cultural aspect, Suzzane does not

includes varies ethnicities such as black people, white people, Asian, Arab,

Jews, and other  ethnicities. In Mockingjay novel, the ethnics are the same

degrees. Suzzane Collins seems does not care what the men race is. It can be

seen from some of government position is taken by the white and black people.

It represents that the race is not the concern in this novel. Moreover, the

tyrannical government has the black, while the suffered citizen also has black.

The black which is come from the citizen rebels the black which is the

tyrannical government. It signs that the race is not important. The concern is if

there is unjust authority, people will raise and break the unjust down.

From religious aspect, we cannot find what religion inside the story.

However, it is known that Suzzane Collins is Roman Catholic faith. By seeing

her faith, it will represent what religion inside the story. Every reader of this

novel will find the life of major character, Katniss, is almost the same as the

life of Jews at the past time when pharaoh hurt the Jews. The one of Jews

family born a baby named Moses. Moses unites the Jews and then fights the

Tyrannical Pharaoh at that time. The Pharaoh was died. Then the Jew becomes

strong nation. This story is quite the same as the Mockingjay story. The other

same story which is influencing Mockingjay is Jesus story. The Jews is



suppressed by Rum. The Jesus was born for saving the people of Jews in that

time. Just quite the same as Moses story.

D. Conclusion

After analyzing the whole parts of the novel from the structural elements

and the sociological approach, the writer then concludes this research paper as

follows. Firstly, from the structural elements of Mockingjay novel, the writer

finds that in this novel, the author wants to deliver a message that power abuse

may result in rebellion. In order to deliver the message, the author creates the

characters that abuse the power and those that struggle against the power

abuse.

Second, from sociological approach, it is evident that in this novel, the

author reflects the social realities of the American social at the beginning of the

twenty-first century. The author also criticizes the tendency of the government

to abuse power.

The problem found in this novel is cruel. People intend to kill others in

order to reach their own goal. In an education part, cruelty can’t be said a good

things. Cruelty is only creating bad-mannered people. The cruelty is existed

since the leader of that apocalypse country is evil. And evil-bad mannered

government just creates bad system. Furthermore, a bad system may result

worst citizen. In relation with education, the principle school is a leader for

every element in his/her school. If he/she has integrity and goodness in



handling the system, nothing is impossible that the education will run well,

even much better.
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